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Access Beam Angle and CCT 
Selections at Your Fingertips



Powered by SelectBeam and SelectKelvin technologies, the AdjustaPAR series of 
lamps allow for two selectable beam angles and five selectable color temperatures 
from only one product with just a flip of switch. Forget about time-consuming 
specification and navigating through multiple SKUs for your specific selection. 
AdjustaPAR brings all-in-one solution at your fingertips.

The AdjustaPAR lamps are designed with integrated beam angle switch. You 
can conveniently choose between narrow flood 25° and flood 40°, the two 
most commonly used beam angles for PAR lamps in the field. This industry 
leading integrated beam angle select solution provides effortless control over 
the spread of lighting at your fingertips.

The integrated CCT select switch allows for easy selection among five 
color temperatures in 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K and 5000K, for 
customized ambiences in any space. Whether it is to create a warm and cozy 
atmosphere, or bright and vibrant one, simply adjust to the right CCT without 
the need of changing the lamp for achieving your desired lighting effect.

Convenience and simplicity is not achieved by sacrificing lighting performance and quality.  AdjustaPAR lamps are 
high CRI 90 rated for great color accuracy, suitable for totally enclosed fixtures, smooth dimming on most 120V 
forward and reverse phase dimmers, and Title 20 certified for residential applications in California.

Available in three sizes of PAR30, PAR30SN, and PAR38, each adjustable to five color temperatures and two beam angles, 
AdjustaPAR lamps series realizes 90% stock management savings for distributors, enables ten field customization 
possibilities for installers, and provides end-users with a future-proof lighting solution that can upgrade and evolve 
with the changing needs of your space.

PAR30 Short Neck and PAR38 models of AdjustaPAR lamps are compatible with GREEN CREATIVE SOL Gimbal 
Track Head also. The SOL Gimbal track head is designed with E26 medium base and compatible with both H-Type 
and J-Type adapters for seamlessly integrating with a variety of track rails. 

Access Beam Angle and 
CCT Selections at Your Fingertips

2 Selectable Beam Angles

5 Selectable Color Temperatures

Supreme Performance and Optimized Stock Management

Compatible With GREEN CREATIVE SOL Gimbal Track Head
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